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Level III establishes and expands our knowledge of a 24 dimensional view of reality. We explore 
how these dimensions correlate with our physical being and its ability to utilize and exchange 
energies. Related ideas correspond to how energy, concepts and mass form our 24 organs and 
glands and how these organs and glands transmute energy into emotion and back again. Through 
systematic reflection and study the student will come to understand the elemental significance of 
these dimensions and how their relationships to the organs translates life energy into the human 
body creating patterns of experiences impressed upon the cells of the body, mind and spirit. 
 
Fundamental principles of human electricity are taught illustrating the transference of energy and 
communication between body, mind and spirit.  Students will be introduced to the mechanisms of 
the genetic blueprint and its influence on the electroplasmic field, which revolves around and 
through the human structure.  Students will gain insights and understanding of how these patterns 
of electrical impulses create spiritual and physical disturbances translating into an Organ Trauma 
Sequence.   
 
MemGram Level 3 - Master Certification Course graduates will gain a new perspective of reality, 
and possess profound insights regarding the true nature of life energy. This information will 
revolutionize how one perceives reality; it will change ones concept of self, life, and conscious 
existence.  Learn how to harness and apply cosmic and atomic energies to balance and create 
harmony in life.  Join the elite, the privileged, the few to acquire this knowledge and understanding 
of the inner connections of body, mind and spirit and the significance of our existence and 
unfolding of the universal plan.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE:  The following supplemental textbooks are required reading and must be purchased separately. 
1) The Secret of SAF   2) Project Isis:The Fundamentals of Human Electricity 

 
Purchase online at: MG Text Books

MemGram Master Certification $1,690.00 USD 

 
All course materials are provided in digital format: Course manual, study guide, CD 

media kit, audio presentations and DVD class presentations included with paid tuition. 
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Topics of Interest 

 

 

♦ What is a trauma, and how is it magnetically etched upon the human mind and psyche.  
♦ When and how are traumas created? 
♦ How are past emotional traumas precipitated into present physical problems? 
♦ How do emotions create physiological conditions? 
♦ What are our symptoms really telling us? 
♦ What is the path of least resistance? 
♦ How is stress related to radiation? 
♦ What is the physiological significance of the mathematical expression: E=mc2? 
♦ Is there a uniform encoding system for body, mind and spirit? 
♦ What encoded messages can be found in our body chemistry? 
♦ What is the significance of the 23 organs/glands system? 
♦ What are the Axioms of human energy? 
♦ What is an Organ Trauma Sequence and how is it generated? 
♦ How do we know when an Organ Trauma Sequence began? 
♦ What is the "Drag-on", "Stress Pattern" and "MemGram®"? 
♦ What is SPRX and how or when should SPRX be used? 
♦ How to interpret and make practical use of the MemGram® Chart. 
♦ What are the 64 dichotomies of life? 
♦ What links the 64 DNA codons, the Binary System and the I-Ching with the 64 dichotomies? 
♦ 5,000 million words of instruction, behavior, and adaptation appear on the DNA – How do we interpret them?  
♦ How does SPP divulge an individual’s entire emotional history? 
♦ How to be successful as a Certified MemGram® Stress Pattern Processor. 

 

 




